GPCR dimerisation.
The concept that GPCRs exist and potentially function as dimers and/or higher oligomers has progressed recently from hypothesis to being widely accepted. A range of techniques has contributed to this understanding, including co-immunoprecipitation and various forms of fluorescence and bioluminescence resonance energy transfer. Although co-immunoprecipitation studies indicate the capacity of a wide range of GPCRs to form hetero-dimers as well as homo-dimers, this approach is not well suited to examine selectivity of interactions. Both bioluminescence resonance energy transfer (BRET) and fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) have been applied to the detection of GPCR dimerisation in intact cells and BRET and FRET have been used to attempt to quantitate the fraction of GPCRs present as dimers. Following heterologous expression, a considerable fraction of many GPCRs is not fully processed and is trafficked to the proteasome or lysosome for destruction. A distinct limitation of both BRET and conventional FRET approaches is that both the energy donor and energy acceptor tags are inside the cell. Time-resolved FRET employing N-terminally epitope-tagged GPCRs has been used to allow detection only of dimers trafficked successfully to the cell surface. Reports indicating the appearance of distinct pharmacology and function following co-expression of two GPCRs are fascinating. Much remains to be examined, however, on the specificity and mechanisms of these interactions and to develop techniques to monitor the function only of hetero-dimers when the corresponding homo-dimers must also be present.